In this paper, we propose an e cient, reliable shotgun sequence assembly algorithm based on a ngerprinting scheme that is robust to both noise and repetitive sequences in the data. Our algorithm uses exact matches of short patterns randomly selected from fragment data to identify fragment overlaps, construct an overlap map, and nally deliver a consensus sequence. We show how statistical clues made explicit in our approach can easily be exploited to correctly assemble results even in the presence of extensive repetitive sequences.
Introduction
The primary goal of the Human Genome Project is to the determine the nucleotide sequence (and thus the information content) of human DNA. However, due to biological limitations, scientists can read DNA fragments of at most on the order of 1000 nucleotides (i.e., 1kbps) at a time Waterman95] . The shotgun sequence assembly problem is to reconstruct a long DNA segment from short fragment data by identifying overlaps between fragments.
Much existing research on this problem can be found in the literature Bon eld95, Foulser90, Gingeras79, Kececioglu95, Parsons95, Peltola84, Idury95, Huang96, Huang92, Staden80, Green]. Most traditional approaches are based on nding pairwise alignments between fragments, and have demonstrated only limited success when assembling long sequences. Consequently, newer approaches not solely based on simple pairwise alignments have also been recently developed Bon eld95, Idury95, Huang96, Sutton95, Parsons95, Green] . In this paper, we propose our own shotgun sequence assembly algorithm based on nding exact matches of short patterns, or probes, extracted from the input fragment data.
Our approach is exceptionally fast in practice: e.g., we have successfully assembled a whole Mycoplasma genitalium genome (approximately 580 kbps) in roughly 8 minutes of 64MB 200MHz Pentium Pro CPU time from real shotgun data, where most existing algorithms can be expected to run for several hours to a day on the same data. Moreover, experiments with shotgun data synthetically prepared from real DNA sequences from a wide range of organisms (including human DNA) and containing extensive repeating regions demonstrate our algorithm's robustness to noise and the presence of repetitive sequences. For example, we have correctly assembled a 238kbp Human DNA sequence in less than 3 minutes of 64MB 200MHz Pentium Pro CPU time.
In the next section, we introduce our new sequence assembly algorithm. In Section 3, we describe in detail how the algorithm just introduced can be extended to reliably handle repetitive sequences using probe occurrence statistics. Finally, in Section 4, we provide experimental results demonstrating the e ectiveness and e ciency of our approach.
A New Sequence Assembly Algorithm
The inspiration for our algorithm comes from hybridization ngerprinting, where biological \probes" are used to identify overlaps between DNA clones. Our conjecture is that if we can construct a detailed map which shows how fragments overlap, the target sequence can then be determined from this map. Thus the question is how to construct such a detailed overlap map from shotgun sequencing data.
Fortunately, we observe that this kind of map can be constructed by nding exact matches of short patterns, or probes, taken from fragments. We rst randomly select probes from the fragment data, where each probe is long enough not to occur by chance while still short enough to identify the part of the target sequence from which it comes even in the presence of noise (i.e., the insertion, deletion or substitution of nucleotides during the fragment reading process). If noise is low, many of these probes will be found (via an e cient exact match algorithm) at the appropriate point in the overlapping fragments. Moreover, if we sample several probes at arbitrary positions from a set of fragments, longer overlaps are likely to contain multiple matching probes with a speci c ordering and spacing. This kind of structured matching can then be considered evidence of \real" overlaps, and yields the kind of detailed match information we require. Once overlaps are identi ed, a consensus sequence is determined using all of the overlapped fragments available at each base position. Thus our sequence assembly algorithm, which rst constructs an overlap map and then later constructs a consensus sequence from the overlap map, is distinguished from previous work in that it exploits two important characteristics of shotgun sequencing data: low error rates and high coverage.
Can short probes identify true overlaps?
The most important idea in our algorithm is that probes which are \long enough" e ectively identify most true overlaps, while identifying false overlaps only with low probability. While formal probabilistic analysis can be used to justify this insight, here we prefer to give a more intuitive empirical demonstration, while also showing how long \long enough" is likely to be under di erent target sequence length and error conditions.
For this rst demonstration, two fragments are considered overlapping if they share a single probe occurrence (later, we shall relax this assumption). We use two empirical metrics, sensitivity and speci city, to measure the e ectiveness of this simple overlap criteria. Sensitivity describes how well the overlap criteria identi es true overlaps, while speci city describes how well the overlap criteria rejects false overlaps. More formally, let true positive (TP) represent the number of (correctly) identi ed \real" overlaps, true negative (TN) represent the number of possible false overlaps which are (correctly) not identi ed, false positive (FP) represent the number of overlaps detected which do not correspond to \real" overlaps, and false negative (FN) represent the number of \real" overlaps which should have been detected but were missed instead. Thus sensitivity = TP (T P+FP) and speci city = TN (T N+FN) . The higher the value of each metric is, the more e ective the overlap criteria. The purpose of this demonstration, then, is to see how the two metrics change as the probe length and the error rate are varied.
We proceed as follows. First, given a randomly-generated 100kbp DNA sequence, we prepare a arti cial set of shotgun sequencing data using GenFrag Engle93, Engle94] . Next, 10 xed-length probes are randomly selected from each fragment and matched against the input fragment data in a single pass using an e cient multipattern search algorithm. As is clear from the results shown in Table 1 , probes of 12bp or longer exhibit good sensitivity and speci city regardless of the error rate. The sudden jump in sensitivity at 12bp is due to the fact that 12bp probes are \long enough" to occur rarely by chance in a 100kbp sequence. In general, the probe length required depends on the length of the target sequence; the longer the target sequence, the longer the probe required to uniquely identify true overlaps. Unfortunately, as probe length and error rate increase, speci city decreases, meaning more true overlaps are missed. A second issue arises when one considers real DNA sequences. Real sequences di er from randomly-generated sequences in that they contain repetitive sequences or repeats (i.e., multiple occurrences of the same or very similar patterns at di erent positions). Existence of repeats will no doubt a ect sensitivity, since repeats will cause false overlaps to be identi ed.
These problems are addressed in two ways. First, rather than just looking for probes in common, our assembly system relies on a more sophisticated structured probe matching technique { described in the next section { which bases overlap determinations on occurrences of multiple probes at appropriate intervals combined with a secondary search technique called satellite matching. Indeed Kim97] we show how structured matching is both more sensitive and more speci c than the simple single-probe technique demonstrated here, even for real DNA sequences with signi cant repeating regions. Furthermore, while repeats may in fact mislead our algorithm, causing it to identify false overlaps, such missteps ironically supply important statistical information about repeats, allowing the system to handle them properly. We will discuss extensively how to handle repeats later in this paper.
Overview of the algorithm
Our sequence assembly algorithm consists of three phases: (1) probe matching, (2) overlap map construction, and (3) sequence determination. Input to the algorithm consists of a set of DNA fragments. Since DNA is double-stranded, we don't know which strand each fragment comes from (this is usually called the unknown orientation problem). Like most previous approaches, we circumvent this problem by adding the reverse complement sequence of each fragment to the input fragment set, thereby doubling the input size. While this results in greater computation time and space, we can mitigate some of this penalty by eliminating the reverse complement of a fragment from the remaining fragment set once the orientation of the fragment has been xed. (p1:n1, p2:n2, p6:n3, p3:n4) (p4:n5, p1:n6, p5:n7, p2:n8, p6:n9, p3:n10)
Randomly select fixed length probes from each input fragment:
Fast exact multipattern matching to find all matches in input fragments:
Represent fragments as ordered set of probe occurrences and interprobe spacing:
Figure 1: Probe matching and the representation of a fragment as an ordered set of probe occurrences. In the representation, a pair, pi:nj, represents the pattern pi at position nj.
Probe matching
The probe matching phase involves the selection of probes and identifying their occurrences in the input fragment data. We randomly select n probes from each of N fragments and then nd all occurrences of every probe using an e cient multipattern search algorithm. 2 Figure 1 depicts how probes are taken from fragments, matched, and then how fragments are represented as an ordered set of probe occurrences and their spacing.
Our multipattern exact string match algorithm (see Kim97] for details) exploits a compact 2-bit encoding of nucleotides as well as the short, xed length, nature of probes and is one key aspect of our system's e ciency. It uses word-length bit operations to identify matches and runs very quickly (for example, it takes less than 1 second to nd all occurrences of 8,010 15bp probes in a 400kbp sequence on a 32MB 90MHz Pentium). Once the probe matching phase is complete, each fragment is represented as an ordered set of probe occurrences, rather than a string of nucleotides.
Overlap map construction
In the overlap map construction phase, we greedily construct contigs based on the probe occurrence information just obtained. First, we construct a pairwise overlap table which rates how well each possible fragment overlap rates according to a scoring metric we describe below. Next, we select the fragment pair with the highest score and construct an initial contig (a collection of fragments aligned (1) while there are no unmatched fragments do (2) (f1,f2) = get best overlap(overlap score (5) while there are signi cant overlap remaining do (6) Figure 3: Structured matches: there are two structured sets of matches, fp1; p3; p4g and fp2; p5g. But fp1; p2g is not a set structured of matches, since the di erence in the distances between p1 and p2 is so big that it cannot arise from relatively low error rate in DNA reading.
with each other) containing just these two fragments. Given a contig, we compute overlap scores for the contig against the remaining fragments, and then extend the contig, adding the highest-scoring fragment. The procedure is repeated, updating the overlap scores for each remaining fragment against the growing contig (note that overlap scores are computed against the contig, and not the individual fragments that comprise it) until there is no fragment which exhibits a signi cant overlap score with the current contig. At this point, a new contig is constructed, or, if no fragments remain, the process terminates. Figure 2 summarizes the overlap map construction algorithm. The success of this approach relies on the common representation used for fragments and contigs, that is, as a set of probe occurrences along with the interprobe distances; we do not distinguish from which constituent fragment a particular contig probe occurrence comes from. When a contig is extended by adding a new fragment, the existing contig representation (i.e., the probe matches and interprobe distances) is updated without resorting to constructing the underlying sequence of nucleotides (while the interprobe distances might di er to some extent, in practice reconciling these di erences in just about any reasonable fashion is ne since the low error rate and the unlikely nature of spurious probe occurrences conspire to make the di erences negligible). This compact representation is also what makes updating overlap scores so e cient in practice. For example, constructing a complete overlap map from 4801 fragments (where the target sequence is 300kbp) takes about 2 minutes on a 64MB 200MHz Pentium Pro.
The overlap score between two fragments (or between a fragment and a contig) is related to the number of structured probe matches between the two. Structured probe matches are probe matches where two fragments with similar probe occurrences also show agreement in interprobe distances within a small error bound (see Figure 3 for an example). Note that there might be several alternative structured sets of matches between two fragments; in this case, the overlap score is the highest score among the alternatives. For example, in Figure 3 , there are two (mutually inconsistent) structured sets of matches, say fp1; p3; p4g and fp2; p5g. Obviously, fp1; p3; p4g is the more desirable set, both since there are more common probes and because the interprobe distances are more consistent. Note that when we count the number of structured matches, we exclude interleaved matches (i.e., matches where the probes physically share portions of the DNA sequence). This is because interleaved matches may easily arise from short repeats. For example, one might nd several interleaved probes within a small repeat (say 30 bps). If we counted these interleaved probes individually, it would arti cially in ate the corresponding overlap score. Thus, we \collapse" interleaved probes and use the number of disjoint structured matches in computing overlap scores. More precisely, we currently use the following score metric: N dis N sat weight + N mat N sat where N dis is the number of disjoint matches, N sat is the number of satellite matches, N mat is the number of probe matches, and weight is the distance in base pairs between the rst and the last probes in common.
Although (as we have seen previously) spurious matches of probes rarely occur if the probes are long enough, patterns of probe occurrences may still not be entirely reliable evidence of true overlaps, since they might arise from repeats, or, albeit exceedingly rarely, even by chance in noisy input data. We therefore extend the notion of a structured probe match with satellite matching, a form of secondary search meant to con rm candidate overlaps detected by structured matching (see Figure 4 ). Satellite matching con rms the validity of a pattern of probe occurrences by searching for secondary (shorter) probes in the interprobe gaps.
Because satellite matching exploits existing positional information, it can be implemented very e ciently. When we search for probe occurrences in the probe matching phase, we have to search for every probe in every possible location on every fragment since we do not have any a priori information about a possible overlap. Once an overlap is being considered, however, we need only search for matches of short patterns at approximately xed distances from the known probe occurrences. This is because satellite matching is only used to con rm overlaps already detected by patterns of probe occurrences: using positional information, this search can be performed very quickly, since we need look for matches only within a small error bound. A second advantage of satellite matching is that it contig p2 p1 p1 p2 fragment Figure 5 : Satellite matches identify false overlaps; a false overlap is identi ed by a structured matching, fp1; p2g. Assume that p2 matches are by chance and p1 matches are from two short repeats.
Then most of satellite matches fail since the overlap is false.
is useful in ultimately rejecting false overlaps, i.e., those based on very few (or even just one) probe occurrences. Figure 5 shows an example how satellite matching can be used to reject a candidate overlap which might have been accepted using probe matching alone. In summary, the overlap score between two fragments { or a fragment and a contig { is computed as the ratio of the number of disjoint structured matches and the number of satellite matches. Note that this simple metric does not penalize \missing" or unmatched probes, but rather only rewards common occurrences at mutually-consistent locations. Indeed, several metrics that involved a naive penalization scheme were found not to be e ective in practice, although alternative scoring metrics remain a topic of interest for future research.
Sequence determination
In the sequence determination phase, the overlap map is used to construct and deliver a consensus sequence. Recall each contig is represented as a collection of probe occurrences along with the appropriate interprobe distances, as well as the identities of fragments which comprise the contig. Thus to determine the consensus sequence for the contig, we must reconcile all the individual fragment sequences.
One view of this problem, which is consistent with most previous work in the area, is to see it as an instance of multiple sequence alignment problem Kececioglu95, Sutton95, Huang92, Huang96] . In contrast, our view of this problem is as a natural extension of the overlap map generation idea, using exact matches of additional probes selected at random from gaps between existing probes in an iterative fashion. This exploits both the low error rate in the input data as well as the high degree of coverage typically available within in each contig.
Recall the basic idea of structured probe matching is that when probes { which are long enough not to occur by chance { occur in the same order and with similar spacing in two or more fragments, then this is evidence that the fragments overlap. Furthermore, these occurrences show roughly how the fragments align. We can extend this alignment by selecting new probes from the spaces between the existing probes, aligning the fragments where the new probes match. Iteratively decreasing the size of the new probes results in an alignment of patterns which covers most parts of the fragments. This process generates a sequence of matched probes of various lengths which are probably free of errors, since chance occurrences of the same probe at approximately the same locations in short fragments which are already known to overlap is amazingly low. The matched probes in the alignment are then used as part of the consensus sequence. Figure 6: Sequence determination: the gap between p1 and p2 and the gap between p2 and p3 are closed by p5 and p6 respectively. However, the gap between p3 and p4 cannot be closed in this fashion.
The only remaining question, then, is how to go about closing whatever gaps remain between matched probes. This can be done by exploiting multiple coverage in the shotgun sequencing data. Consider the example shown in Figure 6 . After selecting fragments by their left position (recall we already know the left position of each fragment in the contig since it is determined when the fragment is added to the contig in the overlap map construction phase), take a region whose target sequence has yet to be determined, and where the coverage is at least three. 3 Select three fragments (f1, f2, and f3) which cover the region; after aligning each pair of fragments by the pairwise alignment algorithm just described, we obtain the gap con guration shown.
Let the X denote the location of an error in the input data. For the three fragments f1, f2 and f3, there are three pairwise alignments between a pair of fragments: f1-f2, f2-f3, and f1-f3. Suppose that we attempt to read the sequence using the pair f1-f2, assuming extended probes where f1 and f2 agree are true parts of the target sequence. We can then close the gap between p1 and p2 using p5, and the gap between p2 and p3 using p6. However, we cannot close the gap between p3 and p4 since all three pairwise alignments contain errors in approximately the same position. In such cases, one might use a computationally-expensive multiple alignment algorithm to close the remaining gap, or one might simply accept one fragment's nucleotide sequence as the true consensus sequence.
Of course, it is possible { although highly unlikely { that some of the fragments in a contig do not really belong there (recall such false matches would have to both return high overlap scores and survive satellite matching). Is it possible to detect and correct this condition during the sequence determination phase? Since pairwise alignment shows how two fragments are overlapped in full detail, we can easily recognize when one of the fragments does not belong by examining the sizes of gaps in the alignment. Furthermore, since we use three fragments and generate three pairwise alignments from them, we expect that all three pairwise alignments should be consistent; a violation of this condition is a sure bet something is amiss. The sequence determination algorithm is given in more detail in Figure 7 . forever; In real DNA, complex mixtures of multiple repetitive sequences are not uncommon. Individual repeats di er in both length (measured in base pairs), similarity (e.g., are multiple copies identical, or do they di er slightly), and copy number (i.e., the number of times the same sequence occurs). For this reason, correctly assembling sequences containing repeats is a very complex task. Yet although proper handling of repeats is of prime importance when assembling real sequences, the problem has been ignored in many sequencing systems. Only recently have three sequence assembly algorithms, CAP2 Huang96], TIGR Auto Assembler Sutton95], and Phrap Green] , proposed ways to handle repeats. Unfortunately, the techniques proposed in these algorithms are either limited to small copy numbers Huang96] or require additional information Sutton95, Green] .
Here, we propose a systematic way to handle a complex mixtures of short and long repeats without the use of additional information. The underlying intuition comes from an observation that probes with high occurrence counts are { with high probability { from repeating regions. Since probe occurrence count and other, similar, statistics are easily obtained as a byproduct of our probe matching phase, we can use these statistics to identify and properly assemble repetitive sequences.
We proceed in three steps:
1. collect statistics about probe occurrences in order to identify repetitive sequences in shotgun data before fragment assembly begins, 2. identify probes from short repetitive sequences and remove these probes so that they are not used in the assembly, and then 3. using the remaining probes, identify fragments that come (with high probability) from long In the remainder of this section, we examine in closer detail our approach to handling both short and long repetitive sequences, respectively.
Handling Short Repetitive Sequences
Short repeats may occur frequently within a relatively short section of DNA; for example, short repeats of 85bps occur 22 times in a particular section of C. elegans Agarwal94]. To avoid being misled by such short repeats, we would like to use only probes from nonrepeating regions of the original sequence during the assembly process. The question, then, is how to identify probes as coming (with high probability) from short repeating regions. We use the following three statistical cues:
1. unusually high occurrences of a probe, 2. unusually high divergence rate of satellite matching tests during the pairwise overlap map table construction, and 3. additional satellite matching tests during overlap map construction.
Note that statistics based on probe counts are easily and quite naturally collected during the probe matching phase, before fragment assembly begins.
Probe Occurrence Statistics
During the probe matching phase we count the number of occurrences of each probe and use this count to characterize each probe according to its occurrence count. We call this statistic the probe count distribution.
A sample probe count distribution derived from a synthetically shotgunned Mycobacterium leprae cosmid B1496 (41kbp) using 13bp probes and a 5% error rate is shown in Figure 8 . Two immediately obvious features of this plot are worthy of more discussion. First, we note that almost 6,000 probes have only one occurrence. Since the error rate is 5%, the chance that a 13bp probe contains at least one error is almost 50%. Yet given that the probes are 13bps long and the sequence length is 41kbp, such \ awed" probes are unlikely to occur elsewhere in the data by chance. Thus we attribute these singleton probes to noise and simply ignore them, excluding them from the assembly process.
Once singleton probes are excluded, we might expect the distribution to approximate a normal distribution with mean dependent on the length of the probes, the length of the target sequence, and the coverage and error rate of the shotgun data (indeed, we note the peak in the distribution is at 5, just below the input data's average coverage value 8). We note, however, that the distribution has a long tail, indicating that probes in the tail region have a higher number of occurrences than expected. We claim such probes correspond, with high probability, to repeating regions in the input data. For example, consider the outlier data point with an occurrence count of about 53: if the probe occurs only once in the target sequence, then it must come from an area of the target sequence whose coverage is almost 7 times the average coverage value. Given that this is highly unlikely, the only logical conclusion is that such probes are from repeating regions. What if those outliers are from long { not short { repeats? Then we expect that several outliers will cluster about a certain value instead of just a few, since long repeats will span multiple probes. Such probes are not removed, since they are eventually used in identifying long repeats (see Section 3.2).
In summary, when constructing the pairwise overlap table, we exclude both singleton probes (most likely due to noise) and probes whose lone occurrence counts exceed a preset threshold value (the probe distribution threshold { such probes are most likely from short repeats).
Satellite Matching Divergence Rate
Recall that we construct the pairwise overlap table before fragment assembly begins. The main use of the pairwise overlap table is to select a pair of unassigned fragments (i.e., fragments not already included in an existing contig) to form a \seed contig" which will be grown in a greedy fashion. The selection of seed fragments is based on the overlap scores between pairs of fragments; the pair of unassigned fragments with the best pairwise score is used to form the seed contig.
Fortunately, statistics collected during construction of the pairwise overlap table give us useful information about short repeats. To construct the pairwise overlap table, we compute the overlap score for every pair of fragments based on common probe occurrences. We also perform satellite matching for any two occurrences of a probe in common between two fragments. If two occurrences of the same probe are from true overlapping fragments, then the satellite matching test will succeed. Otherwise, the satellite matching test is likely to fail. In this way, we have statistics for each probe counting how many times satellite matching tests between two di erent occurrences succeeded and failed during the pairwise overlap table construction.
What does a high failure ratio for satellite matching tests based on a given probe mean? Since the goal of satellite matching is to see whether two occurrences of the same probe are from true overlaps, a higher failure ratio means that many of the occurrences of the probe are not likely to come from true overlaps (provided the noise level is low and constant). It is easy to conclude that those probes must instead be from short, highly repetitive regions of the target sequence. We set a threshold value for the satellite matching test failure/success ratio and remove probes if their ratios are beyond this threshold value. We call this threshold value the divergence threshold, and its value depends on the error rate of the shotgun data, since a high error rate may also cause failure in satellite matching tests.
Of course, by removing highly divergent probes, we may lose some probes that actually come from true overlapping regions. While this is true, our assembly procedure { exploiting multiple coverage by repeatedly computing overlap scores against the current contigs { does not in practice miss many true overlaps; Kim97] presents some guidelines for setting the divergence threshold value.
Handling Long Repetitive Sequences
Next we focus on handling long repeating regions using only probes which have survived the tests for short repeating regions outlined in the previous section. As with short repeats, we use statistical criteria on the remaining probes to identify long repeats. Here, however, we use a fragment-centric statistic in the place of the probe-centric statistic used to detect probes from short repeats.
Given our representation of fragments as ordered sets of probe occurrences, it is an easy task to count and monitor the number of probe occurrences in each fragment. If coverage is uniform and there are no repeats, we would expect that the number of probe occurrences per fragment should hold relatively constant. Thus, fragments that contain (or are contained in) long repeating segments can be expected to exhibit a higher-than-expected number of probe occurrences. By setting an appropriate threshold value, we can conclude that fragments with unusually high probe occurrence counts correspond to long repeats.
We proceed as follows:
1. collect the fragment distribution and mark fragments whose probe occurrences are beyond a threshold value (see Section 3.2.1), 2. construct repeat clusters, like contigs, but in a restricted way (see Section 3.2.3), 3. examine repeat clusters to see if they do, in fact, correspond to repeats, and then 4. tease out contigs from each repeat cluster which is determined to correspond to a repeat segment.
Fragment Distribution and Setting a Threshold Value
After probe selection and matching, we compute the fragment distribution by plotting the number of fragments with respect to the number of probe occurrences in a fragment. Each (x; y) data point in the fragment distribution denotes that there are y fragments with x constituent probe occurrences (note that the fragment distribution is a fragment-centric statistic, as opposed to the probe distribution, which is based only on the number of occurrences of a given probe). The following example should help make this clear.
Example 3.1 Let's assume that we have the following set of fragments:
f1: (p1 p2 p3 p4 p5), f2: (p2 p3 p5), f3: (p6 p2 p4 p5) f4: (p4 p5 p7), f5: (p1 p2 p3 p4 p5). Here, there are two fragments with 5 probe occurrences (f1 and f5), one fragment with 4 probe occurrences (f3), and two fragment with 3 probe occurrences (f2 and f4). The fragment distribution computed from this set of fragments is f(3,2), (4,1), (5,2)g, where x in (x; y) denotes the number of probe occurrences in a fragment and y indicates the number of fragments with that number of probe occurrences.
Simple analysis reveals that { if probes are selected from fragments with uniform distribution { long repeating regions produce fragments with a higher than expected number of probes per fragment. Another example will help make this clear. Example 3.2 Consider two di erent fragment distributions, one from a randomly generated 50kbp sequence and the other from the same random 50kbp sequence with 5 occurrences of 500bp repeats inserted. The four fragment distributions were obtained from synthetic shotgun data with an average fragment length of 500bp and average coverage of 8, and using 10 probes from each fragment (distributions were computed using both 8bp and 15bp probes in order to show that this e ect is independent of probe length). The fragment distributions in Figure 9 clearly show the existence of long repeats. The fragment distributions from sequences without repeats (on left in Figure 9 ) look symmetric; since low coverage is as likely as high coverage and the number of probe occurrences in a fragment roughly depends on coverage, the number of fragments with low probe occurrences is roughly the same as the number of fragments with high probe occurrences. However, fragment distributions from a sequence with repeats (on right in Figure 9 ) are de nately not symmetric, and look a bit like normal distributions with long tails to one side.
We claim that the \tail" regions observed in fragment distributions for sequences containing long repeating regions correspond to fragments from those repeating regions. Interestingly, in Figure 9 , the length of the tail is proportional to the number of occurrences of the 500bp repeat. Unfortunately, it is in general very di cult to predict the number of occurrences of long repeats from the fragment distribution alone, since real DNA contains several di erent kinds of repeats of varying similarity. Even so, the fragment distribution gives us rough information about the existence and number of long repeats. We use a threshold value, called the fragment threshold, to separate the \tail" of the fragment distribution from the symmetric fragment distribution, or the non-tail portion of the distribution.
This leaves open the question of how to pick an appropriate fragment distribution threshold value. The current system uses a threshold value corresponding to the third quartile of the symmetric fragment distribution; Kim97] provides more guidelines for fragment distribution threshold settings. While this relatively simplistic third-quartile threshold is ad hoc and in need of further re nement, this setting has been used to obtain all of the results described in this paper.
Two Problems in Identifying Fragments from Long Repeats
Although fragments from long repeats are expected to have higher than expected numbers of probe occurrences, we cannot expect that all fragments with probe occurrences greater than the threshold are necessarily from long repeats. This is because:
1. some repeats may not be long enough { or may have such low coverage { that fragments from these repeats do not exhibit higher probe occurrences than fragments from nonrepetitive portions of the DNA, and 2. some portions of the DNA may display unusually high coverage, resutling in fragments that exhibit unusually high probe occurrence counts.
The rst problem can be easily handled by counting probe occurrences in a subsection of a fragment, say 100bps, so that the statistics are collected from smaller fragments. Using a sort of \sliding window," we scan through each fragment, counting probe occurrences within the window. The probe occurrence count of a fragment is the highest probe occurrence count obtained within the window while scanning through the fragment; it is this value which is compared against the fragment distribution threshold value.
Lowering the fragment distribution threshold value will allow us to also mark fragments from low-coverage repeating regions. We still require some statistical guidance to help determine how to set a reasonable threshold, that is, a threshold which is not too low. We do note, however, that, since we are at this point only concerned with long repeating regions (short repeating regions have already been removed from consideration), the the chance that all repeat segments have very low coverage is highly unlikely, even for repeats with low copy number.
Repeat Cluster Construction
Once fragments with probe occurrences higher than the fragment distribution threshold value are marked, we use these fragments to construct repeat clusters in roughly the same fashion as contigs. We modify slightly the contig construction algorithm of Figure 2 in order to place some additional restrictions on the growth of repeat clusters. More precisely (see Figure 10 ):
1. The termination condition of the while loop in step (5) of the algorithm in Figure 2 . is replaced by \overlap contains at least one repeat fragment", and 2. Every time a fragment is added to a contig, the fragment is marked as a repeat fragment if more than 90% of the fragment 4 overlaps with marked fragments already in a repeat cluster.
Checking Repeat Clusters
Depending on the fragment distribution threshold value used, the repeat clusters constructed using the algorithm in Figure 10 may not all correspond to long repeats; some may instead come from very high coverage regions. Thus we need a way to check whether a repeat cluster does indeed contain long repeats. This check can be performed e ciently using the pairwise pattern alignment algorithm proposed in Kim97] . The basic idea is that intersecting regions of any two overlapping fragments in a repeat cluster should be almost identical sequences with just a few errors (exactly how many depends on the error rate of the shotgun data), while fragments from di erent copies should be expected to display more di erences. If we could somehow compute all pairwise alignments between fragments in the repeat cluster and count the divergences, we'd be in a position to judge whether the fragments came from di erent copies of a repeat or whether they represent a single, high coverage, region of the original sequence.
(1) Set a threshold from the fragment distribution; (2) Mark fragments with probe occurrences > threshold; (3) while there are marked fragments do (4) (f1,f2) = get best overlap (overlap score table) where either f1 or f2 is marked; Unfortunately, computing so many fragment alignments would be much too expensive. Instead, we use a simpler test with much lower computational cost. Recall that when constructing a repeat cluster, new fragments are positioned within the repeat cluster according to the highest scoring alignment. We sort fragments in the contig according to the position of their left ends (in ascending order) (see Figure 11 ) and perform the pairwise pattern alignment only on successive pairs of fragments in the sorted repeat cluster. If all successive pairwise alignment succeed, then we conclude that a repeat cluster does not contain any long repeats. Otherwise, the repeat cluster is considered to contain long repeats.
The evaluation of a pairwise alignment of two fragments, f 1 and f 2, is done using the following metric, evaluate(f 1; f 2) = ( X (aligned pattern length)=overlap length):
We set a threshold value for the evaluate function to determine whether or not f 1 and f 2 overlap each other. This threshold will be called the pairwise alignment threshold, and is currently set to 0:8 for data with a 5% error rate (we expect a 10% error rate in the overlapping sections of f 1 and f 2, each of which has a 5% individual error rate). Guideline for setting the threshold value can be found in Kim97]. 5 The following example should help make this clear.
Example 3.3 Consider the repeat cluster shown in Figure 11 . We rst sort all fragments according to their left end positions. Taking each successive pair of fragments in the sorted repeat cluster, we evaluate each pair of overlapping fragments, and obtain the following result: evaluate(f1,f6) = 0.9, evaluate(f6,f2) = 0.85, evaluate(f2,f4) = 0.89, evaluate(f4,f3) = 0.92, and evaluate(f3,f5) =
5
As before, our current threshold value is set in a somewhat ad hoc fashion; an appropriate setting of the threshold value entails more study, and should be based on the distribution and variance of errors in shotgun data. From repeat fragments (bold lines), Figure 11 : A repeat cluster and sorted repeat cluster 0.8. Since we had set the threshold value to 0:8, we conclude that each successive pair of fragments represents a true overlap, and that the repeat cluster in Figure 11 does not in fact contain repeats.
If a repeat cluster is found to correspond to a long repeating region, we next attempt to \tease out" the individual contigs from the repeat cluster, where each contig corresponds to a copy of the repeating region. This can be achieved by comparing the regions on either side of the repeats, since we expect these to di er. A more detailed description of how repeat segments are teased out from a repeat cluster can be found in Kim97].
A Modi ed Sequence Assembly Algorithm
Now we describe a modi ed sequence assembly algorithm, including repeat handling features. individual contigs). Some of these contigs correspond to regular contigs, while others may have just been teased out of repeat clusters. We build an overlap matrix between every possible pair of fragments from a fragment set consisting of the rst and the last fragment of each contig. Of course, we must consider also reverse complements of the rst and the last fragment, since the direction of overlapping contigs may be reversed. The overlap score between a pair of fragments is computed using a pairwise pattern alignment algorithm (see Kim97] for details). From this overlap matrix, we then identify pairs of overlapping contigs and merge them into a single contig if the merger is unambiguous (that is, there are no other overlaps identi ed involving the mutually-overlapping ends of the two contigs in question).
Experimental Results
We next evaluate our algorithm's performance in a series of experiments using shotgun data of various types, including both synthetically shotgunned real DNA sequences (Section 4.1), and real shotgun sequence data (Section 4.2).
Our implementation of the sequence assembly algorithm is written in C and consists of roughly 14,000 lines of code. All results reported here are collected using a 64MB 200MHz Pentium machine running Linux. Synthetic shotgun data is prepared using GenFrag Engle93, Engle94] . Throughout this chapter, all parameter and threshold values are xed unless explicitly stated. Otherwise, GenFrag parameters are xed to coverage of 8, average fragment size of 500bps, and average error rate of 2%. Our program's values are also xed to the satellite matching threshold of 0.8 and the pairwise alignment threshold of 0.8 in accordance with the 2% error rate.
We evaluate the assembly result in terms of the number of contigs assembled, the percentage of assembled regions, and the required run time. Data regarding the number of contigs and the percentage of assembled regions is collected twice, both before and after merging contigs with at least unambiguous 50 base-pairs of overlaps.
Experiments with Synthetic Shotgun Data from Real DNA Sequences
In this rst experiment, we use synthetically shotgunned data produced from real DNA sequences. The use of synthetically-shotgunned data makes it easier to evaluate our algorithm's performance. With real shotgun data, we can't know where the input fragments are supposed to go in the nal result, making checking the correctness of assembly results di cult. Here we rst demonstrate our algorithm's performance by assembling four di erent DNA sequences, and then we present results meant to illustrate empirically the algorithmic complexity of our approach with respect to the target sequence length.
Assembly of Four Sequences
In this rst experiment, we assemble four di erent sequences, a randomly-selected 500kbp subsequence of Methanococcus jannaschii chromosome (TIGR MJ; 1,739,896 bps) 6 , a randomly-selected 500kbp subsequence of H. in uenzae Rd genome (TIGR GHI; 1,830,071 bps) 7 , the entire Mycoplasma 6 The 500kbp selected spans base positions 5,432 through 505,431. We prepare shotgun data from each genome with 500bp average fragment length, 2% error rate, and coverage of 8. These parameters are selected so as to be close to those for real shotgun data originally used to obtain this data Sutton95] (see summary in Table 2 ). To demonstrate the reliability of our sequence assembly system, we xed all parameters and thresholds for assembling the three genomes as follows: 10 bps for the probe length, 15 for the probe distribution threshold, the 60th percentile for the fragment distribution threshold, 0.8 for the pairwise alignment threshold, and 0.8 for the satellite matching threshold.
The assembly results for TGIR MJ, TIGR GHI, TIGR GMG, and H 7E17 are depicted in Figures  12, 13 parameters and thresholds for a particular sequence, the assembly results cover more than 90% of each sequence. Note that even low coverage regions (i.e., where coverage is 2) are correctly assembled in each case, demonstrating the e ectiveness of our approach. This is because the e ciency of our multipattern matching algorithm allows us to take many probes from the input fragments, resulting in reliable assembly even in low coverage regions.
Sensitivity to Target Sequence Length
In this section, we explore growth in execution time for our algorithm as a function of target sequence length. While we would naturally expect that execution time will increase with the length of the target sequence, we would prefer that the rate of increase not be unreasonably fast, or the algorithm won't be suitable for assembly of long target sequences. We assembled 6 nested subsequences of increasing length taken from the beginning of TIGR GMG. The results are shown in Figure 16 , where execution time grows roughly linearly with the length of the target sequence.
Experiments With Real Shotgun Data
Next we turn our attention to four real shotgun sequence data sets; three sets of cosmid data and one whole genome data set. The three cosmid data sets are provided by Hershel Safer via http://www.cric.com, and, in addition to fragment information, also contain clone length information. Note that clone length information is not used for our experiment, although in theory using this additional information would only improve the accuracy of our results. The shotgun data for Mycoplasma genitalium genome (TIGR GMG; 580,078 bps) are provided by Granger Sutton at The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR). Note that, for all of the experiments in this section, we were not overly aggressive in closing gaps between contigs, since we believe that such decisions are best left to biologists. As mentioned previously, evaluating the quality of the results is more problematic when using real shotgun data. This is because we cannot be entirely sure that the \target sequence" provided with real data is recoverable from the data. Generally speaking, the published target sequence is ths product of an assembly algorithm operating on the shotgun data, followed by a number of manual \polishing" operations, each of which may require additional sequencing operations (compare this situation with synthetically-shotgunned data, which is derived from the target sequence in the rst place).
For this reason, we will have to be somewhat more creative. We check our assembly results in two distinct fashions. First, we align the consensus sequences produced from the contigs we assembled with the given target sequence and check for di erences between them. This gives us a measure of how much of the target sequence information we are able to recover from the input data. Second, we align every fragment belonging to one of our contigs with the given target sequence and compare the alignment produced with the placement in our contigs. This gives us a measure of how accurately our algorithm identi es the eventual fragment positions (note that the consensus sequence produced may well be correct even though some { a few { fragments in a contig are not correctly aligned, since consensus sequences are determined from many overlapping fragments).
Mycobacterium leprae cosmid B2126
The shotgun data from a 44,604 bp Mycobacterium leprae cosmid B2126 has 1,504 fragments averaging 232 base pairs. The given target sequence is known to have long repeats of 1,550bp (almost 7 times longer than the average fragment size) Huang96].
We assembled all 1,504 input fragments into 4 contigs and 1 repeat cluster in 73.10 seconds of 64 MB 200MHz Pentium CPU time.
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By merging contigs with more than 50 base pairs of overlap, we reduce four contigs into two (see Table 4 ). Manual examination of the output sequence shows two copies of nearly identical repeats, one ranging from 30063 to 31613 and the other ranging from 31730 to 33279. Thus our two-contig assembly covers most of the nonrepetitive sections of the target sequence. From the repeat cluster, the algorithm successfully teases out two contigs which bridge the gap between C1 and C2. Thus, our algorithm missed only the rst 38 base pairs of the given target sequence (closer examination reveals the algorithm had excluded a fragment containing the missing 38 base pairs due to an abnormally short overlap { we require at least 50 base pairs of overlap, but the fragment had only 23 base-pairs of overlap).
The approximate starting and ending positions of each contig found by aligning each contig to the given target sequence are (38,29871), (34943, 33209) Every fragment in the nal two contigs is veri ed to be aligned consistently with the given target sequence. The consensus sequence is also veri ed by aligning it to the given target sequence. We examined base di erences between the consensus sequences we determined and the given target sequence (see Table 4 ). It should be noted that we did not use clone length information to obtain these results, even though such information was provided with this data set and could be used to improve accuracy (clone length information was in fact used to construct the given target sequence).
Mycobacterium leprae cosmid L247
The shotgun data from a 44,438 bp Mycobacterium leprae cosmid L247 has 1,719 fragments averaging 245 base pairs. The given target sequence is known to have long \reverse" repeats of about 640 base pairs Huang96].
We assembled 1,711 of the 1,719 input fragments into 11 contigs and one repeat cluster in 63.73 seconds of 64 MB 200MHz Pentium CPU time.
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By merging contigs with more than 50 base pairs of overlap, we produce one repeat cluster and four contigs (see Table 5 ). There are three gaps in the nal assembly: a gap between C1 and C2, a gap between C2 and C3, and a gap between C3 and C4. A repeat cluster with 205 fragments corresponds to two reverse copies of a 640 base pair repeat and is teased out into two contigs which close the gap between C1 and C2 and the gap between C2 and C3. Thus the gap between C3 and C4 is the only unremediated gap. Every fragment in the 4 contigs is veri ed to be aligned correctly with the given target sequences. The consensus sequences are also veri ed by aligning them to the given target sequence. We examined base di erences between the consensus sequences we determined and the given target sequence (see Table 4 ). As before, we did not exploit the clone length information provided with the input fragment data to obtain these results.
Mycobacterium leprae cosmid L518
The shotgun data from a 41,412 bp Mycobacterium leprae cosmid L518 has 1,545 fragments averaging 227 base pairs. The given target sequence is known to have long repeats of about 1387 base pairs (almost 7 times longer than average fragment size) Huang96].
We assembled 1,439 of the 1,545 input fragments into 16 contigs and 2 repeat clusters in 52.31 seconds of 64 MB 200MHz Pentium CPU time. ( base pairs, we obtain 2 repeat clusters and 13 contigs (see Table 6 ). The gaps between C4 and C5 and between C5 and C6 are due to the 1,387 base pair repeats; one repeat cluster with 254 fragments is teased out into two contigs corresponding to the repeats. However, the overall assembly result has many gaps. Manual inspection reveals that many of the remaining gaps can not be closed since only small fragments (less than 50 base pairs) bridge over them, while our current implementation ignores such small overlaps to avoid false overlap identi cations. Every fragment in the 13 contigs is veri ed to be aligned correctly against the given target sequences. The consensus sequences are also veri ed by aligning them to the given target sequence. We examined base di erences between the consensus sequences we determined and the given target sequence (see Table 5 ). As before, we did not use the clone length information provided with the input fragment data to obtain these results.
Mycoplasma genitalium genome
The shotgun data from a 580,078 bp Mycoplasma genitalium genome has 8,921 fragments averaging 575 base pairs.
We assembled 8,263 of the 8,921 input fragments into 54 contigs and 7 repeat clusters in 338.26 seconds of 64 MB 200MHz Pentium CPU time. 12 By merging contigs with overlaps longer than 50 base pairs, we obtain 16 contigs. (see Table 7 ). Every fragment in the 16 contigs is veri ed to be aligned correctly against the given target sequences. The consensus sequences are also veri ed by aligning them to the given target sequence. We examined base di erences between the consensus sequences we determined and the given target sequence (see Table 7 ). Note also that we did not use the clone length information provided with the input fragment data, nor did we use the base calling quality information provided.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a new sequence assembly algorithm that exploits relatively low error rate and high coverage typical in shotgun sequencing data. The distinguishing features of our algorithm are:
Our algorithm uses exact pattern matching as opposed to approximate pattern matching in determining both the relative positions of the input fragments and the nal consensus sequence. The use of an e cient multipattern search algorithm results in faster and more reliable sequence determination. The representation of a fragment as an ordered set of probes and associated interprobe distances is quite compact, yielding signi cant performance bene t over approaches that rely on explicit sequence representation. Our algorithm does not rely on pairwise fragment alignments; instead, a fragment is aligned to a contig, which represents a set of fragments. The alignment of a fragment to a contig exploits the multiple coverage characteristic of shotgun sequencing data. The representation also allows us to align fragments without committing to a pairwise consensus sequence: instead, the consensus sequence is built later and can fully exploit multiple coverage.
Empirically, the algorithm is highly reliable and accurate, and demonstrates approximately linear execution time in the length of the target sequence. The algorithm is robust to relatively high error rates (typically higher than those that occur in practice; see Kim97] for experiments with shotgun data sets with higher error rates). In addition, execution time decreases with lower error rates, as lower error rates exhibit longer regions of exact matches.
In summary, our primary contribution is to achieve very fast sequence assembly while providing an intuitive, robust repeat handling procedure. Much more remains to be done as we further re ne AMASS. Speci cally, we wish to assimilate additional features of other state-of-the-art assembly algorithms such as the use of clone length constraints Sutton95], or incorporate the use of base calling quality information Green].
